E-Cargo rental concept –
specific to small enterprises.
UK

Riese & Müller RENT.
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The manufacturer Riese & Müller
offers with RENT a rental concept
for E-Cargo Bikes, which was
developed especially for smaller
businesses. Rent a Riese & Müller
E-Cargo Bike for 3 months and test
the advantages for your company.
You have the choice between two
specially configured cargo bikes
and decide which one best suits
your needs. Should you wish to
buy the bike after the rental period
has expired, please contact us.

1. Load 75 or Packster 60?
Take a closer look at the models
at www.r-m.de/rent and decide
which model best suits your
business needs.
2. Found your dream bike?
Contact us with your dream bike
and we will order it directly for
you. The delivery time is a few
days.
3. As soon as the bike arrives at
your dealer, you will be informed.
Afterwards you can simply get on,
ride off and deliver your orders
climate-neutrally.

You can choose between two preconfigured
models from Riese & Müller

Load 75 RENT Edition
With its huge loading area, the Load 75 offers almost infinite transport possibilities. At the same
time, with its low centre of gravity and full suspension, it also brings outstanding driving dynamics
to the road. The permissible total weight is 200 kg / 441 lb.
Rental conditions: 5 £ per day = 540 £ for 3 months, payable once in advance.

Packster 60 RENT Edition
A large loading area and a permissible total weight of 200 kg / 441 lb means it has a large cargo
capacity. The loading area and the box of the Packster 60 have been designed for stacking boxes
measuring 60 cm x 40 cm according to Euro grid dimensions. Insulated containers for food transport can also be integrated with this model.
Rental conditions: 4 £ per day = 360 £ for 3 months, payable once in advance.

Please contact us.

